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French Leclerc main battle tanks fire during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank shoots during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank shoots during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank shoots during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank shoots during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French serviceman walks on a Leclerc main battle tank during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French serviceman stands on a Leclerc main battle tank during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French serviceman stands on a Leclerc main battle tank during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank takes part in an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French serviceman walks to a Leclerc main battle tank during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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A French Leclerc main battle tank is engulfed by smoke during an exercise at a training range in Smardan, eastern Romania, Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2023. Around 600 French soldiers deployed to Romania as part of a NATO battlegroup on the alliance's eastern flank carried out live combat exercises on Wednesday to test their preparedness amid Russia's ongoing war in neighboring Ukraine. (AP Photo/Vadim Ghirda)
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This photograph taken on December 8, 2022 shows French Leclerc tanks of the 1er Regiment de Chasseurs of Thierville-sur-Meuse members of the Battle group forward presence (BG FP) moving at the Cincu military training area, during an exercice with armored vehicules and infantry, as part of the Aigle Nato Mission in Romania. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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This photograph taken on December 8, 2022 shows a French Leclerc tank (top) of the 1er Regiment de Chasseurs of Thierville-sur-Meuse members of the Battle group forward presence (BG FP) firing close to a French VBCI (Vehicule Blinde de Combat d'Infanterie - Armoured Infantry Fighting Vehicle) of the 152e RI (152th Infantry Regiment of Colmar) at the Cincu military training area, during an exercise with armoured vehicles and infantry, as part of the Aigle Nato Mission in Romania. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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(FILES) This file photo taken on December 8, 2022 shows French Leclerc tanks of the 1er Regiment de Chasseurs of Thierville-sur-Meuse members of the Battle group forward presence (BG FP) moving at the Cincu military training area, during an exercise with armoured vehicles and infantry, as part of the Aigle Nato Mission in Romania. - French President said on January 22, 2023 that France was still studying the possibility of delivering French-made Leclerc heavy tanks to Ukraine. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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(FILES) This file photo taken on December 8, 2022 shows a French Leclerc tank of the 1er Regiment de Chasseurs of Thierville-sur-Meuse members of the Battle group forward presence (BG FP) moving at the Cincu military training area, during an exercise with armoured vehicles and infantry, as part of the Aigle Nato Mission in Romania. - French President said on January 22, 2023 that France was still studying the possibility of delivering French-made Leclerc heavy tanks to Ukraine. (Photo by Thomas SAMSON / AFP)
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This photograph taken on November 8, 2022 shows a French Main battle tank (MBT) Leclerc loaded on a train at the military base of Mourmelon-le-Grand, north-east of France, prior to a mission in Romania. (Photo by FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI / AFP)
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A French soldier looks at a French Main battle tank (MBT) Leclerc loaded on a train at the military base of Mourmelon-le-Grand, north-east of France, on November 8, 2022, prior to a mission in Romania. (Photo by FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI / AFP)
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French soldiers load French Main battle tank (MBT) Leclerc on a train at the military base of Mourmelon-le-Grand, north-east of France, on November 8, 2022, prior to a mission in Romania. (Photo by FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI / AFP)
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French soldiers load French Main battle tank (MBT) Leclerc on a train at the military base of Mourmelon-le-Grand, north-east of France, on November 8, 2022, prior to a mission in Romania. (Photo by FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI / AFP)
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French soldiers load French Main battle tank (MBT) Leclerc on a train at the military base of Mourmelon-le-Grand, north-east of France, on November 8, 2022, prior to a mission in Romania. (Photo by FRANCOIS NASCIMBENI / AFP)
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French army soldiers drive a Leclerc tank as they take part in a demonstration at the Eurosatory international land and airland defence and security trade fair, in Villepinte, a northern suburb of Paris, on June 12, 2022. (Photo by Emmanuel DUNAND / AFP)
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A French Char Leclerc tank of the 5th Dragoon Regiment (5e Regiment de Dragons), takes part in the annual Bastille Day military parade on the Champs-Elysees avenue in Paris on July 14, 2017.  / AFP PHOTO / Thomas SAMSON
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(FromL) French Defence Minister Florence Parly, French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe, US President Donald Trump and his wife First Lady Melania Trump, French President Emmanuel Macron and his wife Brigitte Macron, Senate President Gerard Larcher, the President of the French National Assembly Francois de Rugy and the Mayor of Paris Anne Hidalgo look at members of the 5e Regiment de Dragons (5th Dragoon Regiment) parading on a Leclerc tank during the annual Bastille Day military parade on the Champs-Elysees avenue in Paris on July 14, 2017.  stand by an anti-tank missile as they march during the annual Bastille Day military parade on the Champs-Elysees avenue in Paris on July 14, 2017. The parade on Paris's Champs-Elysees will commemorate the centenary of the US entering WWI and will feature horses, helicopters, planes and troops. / AFP PHOTO / SAUL LOEB
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French tank AMX 10 disembarks from cargo ship Fast Arrow at Beirut port 12 september 2006 as part of the first major reinforcement in nearly 30 years of the UN mission monitoring a truce between Israel and the Shiite group Hesbollah. More than a dozen French Leclerc battle tanks and a dozen armored vehicles arrived in Lebanon today as France builds up its forces, as part of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL).    AFP PHOTO/DOMINIQUE FAGET (Photo by DOMINIQUE FAGET / AFP)
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French tank AMX 10 disembarks from cargo ship Fast Arrow at Beirut port 12 september 2006 as part of the first major reinforcement in nearly 30 years of the UN mission monitoring a truce between Israel and the Shiite group Hesbollah. More than a dozen French Leclerc battle tanks and a dozen armored vehicles arrived in Lebanon today as France builds up its forces, as part of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL).    AFP PHOTO/DOMINIQUE FAGET (Photo by DOMINIQUE FAGET / AFP)
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